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Abstract

This paper interconnects the diachronic development of two academies at geographical antipodes: the University of Auckland, Aotearoa New Zealand, and the Politecnico di Torino, Italy, in sharing the apparent contradiction between the words “urban” and “campus” at the crossroads of urban design, modern architectural tradition and historic urban landscape, critically tied with contemporary debates.

Offering readings of selected sites for each campus that encapsulate socio-economic developments, urban and architectural morphologies, and cultural landscapes’ international reputations, the paper draws from a hybrid methodological approach that combines the global guidelines of the UNESCO Historic Urban Landscape approach, focused on the preservation of the layers of heritage in the urban context, to the urban planning reading of programmes and achievements of the modern age in complex integration of urban history and academic physical spaces. In particular, it explores the contribution and influences of architects, urban planners, heritage conservation experts, decision-makers and community representatives within such developments.

The ultimate goal is to bring together historical and spatial inquiry towards a critical practice. On the one hand, it reveals a stimulating counter-history of a model university campus that is the site of cross-cultural exchanges rather than a colonisation template to be easily exported or imported. On the other hand, two antipodal university centres with endemic divergences – but comparable international appeal – appear as key representatives of the urban dimension and
history of their hosting cities with clear projects, shaping strategies according to opportunities, limits and contingencies.

Introduction: Rationale

There were two splendid ideals, one of a civic university, sited near city, library, art gallery, museum, closely related to the professional and commercial needs of the city as well as to the general educational and cultural requirements of the community. [...] On the other hand there was the ideal of an American campus, removed from urban noise and discord with an atmosphere contemplative, sedate.¹

This paper investigates the multifaceted relationship between university campuses and cities as the realistic representation of an architectural form connected with the social history of its context.²

In the American tradition, the mainstream campus “trend” represented within the international literature begins with the conquest of a plot on which to distribute buildings “removed from the corrupting forces of the city.”³ During the transition towards modernity, the term “campus” travelled back toward the old continent, where the ancient cloistered model was rooted. The experiment confirmed the myth of an elitarian planning model for academic communities, but also stimulated arguments amongst those who considered the campus as an “urban phenomenon.”⁴

Initiated within the University of Auckland (UoA) in Aotearoa New Zealand, this research explores its spaces, questioning if it could be read as an initially unexplicit urban planning project, since the “site row” allows the city and the university to relate permeably. Methodologically, the Politecnico di Torino (PoliTO), in Italy, offered an international counterpart as a web of urban blocks highly rooted within the historic and socio-economic ground of the city.

Intended as a first stage of a broader international project, this work concentrates on a binary case study comparison. Forming an architectural sample of comparison between two antipodes, we offer two freestanding readings composed of general analysis and three selected sites of focus, providing the opportunity to observe their diachronic development through modern and contemporary history.
The Historic Urban Landscape Approach: The Methodology

Assuming an international perspective, this paper looks at the non-governmental recommendations of the Historic Urban Landscape approach, adopted by UNESCO in 2011, and defined as:

A methodology that seeks to increase the sustainability of planning and design interventions by taking heritage into account, intended to branch beyond the preservation of the purely architectural environment, focusing on the holos of tangible and intangible qualities, cultural diversity, socio-economic and environmental factors along with local community values and historic layering of cultural and natural values.5

This paper offers two layers of evaluation of the urban campus: (i) as a historic urban landscape – a storyteller of national socio-economic developments; and (ii) as a "common design problem,"6 which in Auckland developed by anchoring along a “site row”7 system while in Turin developed via urban polarities.

Auckland City Centre Campus: The “Site Row”

The core of the Auckland campus shows a superimposition of layers of the pre-industrial, colonial and modern growth of Princes Street and Symonds Street, closely connected on one flank with the Auckland Central Business District (CBD) through historic Albert Park, and on the other to the rising of Symonds Street towards the sacred volcanic cone of Maungawhau (Mt Eden).

The first Auckland University College, an 1882 establishment by Act of Parliament comprising 95 students and four teaching staff,8 was housed in a few disused government-owned or temporarily built "quaim ramshackle wooden buildings."9 The settlement was always influenced by a longstanding quarrel regarding the Old Government House (OGH) acquisition by the University, with the opposition supporting the wish for the Governor’s functions – and the capital – to return to Auckland.

Between 1908 and 1919, the University acquired additional old buildings in the area and land (the Metropolitan Ground or “cow paddock” adjoining the OGH Grounds). Here the campus was set in its original site when the new Arts Building (now known as the Clock Tower) opened, in 1926.
The construction marked the success of the first campaign to maintain the central seat (and the alignment with the OGH) on the premise that education should be accessible to workers employed in the town in the 1920s, considering the rapid growth of the enrolments.

The second wave of growth implemented a layout still visible today, the 1960 “Block Plan,” featuring signature modern buildings on the banks of the Symonds Street artery.\textsuperscript{10}

Leading to it, much debate on how to accommodate the foreseen exponential academic boom of the post-war period had included some realistic outskirt possibilities – lobbied by commercial groups – as the University had bought some more outlying lands. The decision was to maintain the Princes Street location, as more convenient than the ground works needed at the newly purchased Hobson Bay plots and closer to the hospital for the Medical School.

With the 1962 abolition of the University of New Zealand, the University of Auckland became an independent institution and initiated a massive building programme that spanned three decades, focusing on increasing student facilities as residential, recreational and shared spaces. In 1965 the University was operating over 80 buildings, mostly set around the original location. Seven new buildings, in particular, are a signature of late New Zealand architectural modernism of the Block Plan: General Library, Engineering, Science, Student Union complex, Thomas Building for biological sciences, School of Architecture and Planning and Maclaurin Chapel.\textsuperscript{11} By the end of this period (ca 1988, marked by the construction of the Waipapa Marae complex), the student roll accounted for more than 13,000 inscriptions.

In the 2000s, another building programme saw large-scale developments filling the interstices, adjoining and connecting multiple buildings. The new builds included the Kate Edger Information Commons and Student Commons, the Engineering Atrium and library wing, the seven-floor extension to the Science Centre and the large and striking Sir Owen G. Glenn Building for the Business School, and the Maths and Physics buildings were all completed before 2011.\textsuperscript{12}

Today, the University of Auckland is the largest in New Zealand, hosting over 40,000 students across five Auckland de-centralised campuses, with two of them in the process of being decommissioned, with consolidation to the Princes and Symonds Street site.\textsuperscript{13} The City Campus has become its historic heart, on which to implement ordinary and extraordinary maintenance and repair strategies encouraged by the guidance of local conservation
experts.\textsuperscript{14} This approach guarantees attention to the materials and minimised waste of resources, both physical and tangible – the materials themselves – and cultural and intangible – the techniques, the designs, and the layers of history embedded in the fabric. Heritage conservation consultancy highlighted, for example, Old Government House, Old Arts Building, Student Union Centre, Alfred Nathan House, Maclaurin Chapel, Old Choral Hall, Kenneth Myers centre, the former Auckland Synagogue, and more.

More recent buildings have needed repairs as well, sometimes due to the use of less durable materials in the increasingly harsh Auckland weather and other times due to the difficulty of detailing the intricate space filling – some roofs being vulnerable areas, especially flat roofs, multiple-levels and wall-to-roof junctions in an environment where there is consistent rainfall during the year.

On some occasions, the conservation policies have fallen short against the new development dynamics, like in the case of the Maidment Theatre demolition, an integral part of the Student Union Building, and the School of Architecture and Planning Library abandonment, demonstrating a lack of cultural heritage conservation perspective.

The following sample represents three highly decisive moments of the UoA as an urban campus: OGH (pre-university city catalyst), the Old Arts Building (first purpose-built building of the UoA) and the Student Union Complex (a high-profile student facility building with a peculiar architectural value and relationship with the site).

\textit{The Old Government House: The Core}

The OGH is highly cherished by the UoA, which has expressed its vision for the future of the building acknowledging the benefits and the responsibility for the \textit{kaitiakitanga} (guardianship)\textsuperscript{15} of this unique part of the nation’s heritage in Auckland.\textsuperscript{16} The building sits within a historic landscape of prime value (from its grounds to the extended Princes Street landscape, including the early fortification of Albert Barrack’s Wall, the early colonial buildings and St Andrew’s Church).

Built in 1855-1856 to house the \textit{first Governor of New Zealand after} the 1852 Constitution Act, before the relocation of the Government to Wellington, in 1965.\textsuperscript{17} It was the largest residence of its period. The architect, William Mason, was the first Superintendent of Public Works in New Zealand and established the first formal architectural practice in the country. The materials of the two storeys, “similar to large country houses in nineteenth-century Britain,”\textsuperscript{18}
were mostly locally sourced and especially notable is the monumental kauri facade’s elements fashioned to mimic a neoclassical masonry building, a feature that was criticised for being deceiving of its material’s spirit, but which is now considered a specificity for conservation strategies. Several proposals for the use of the OGH and its grounds as a prestigious seat of the University were made during both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, however, it was not until 1969 that it started hosting the senior staff common spaces and hospitality, temporary accommodation, a lecture hall in the former ballroom and events such as exhibitions.

Subject to maintenance and upgrading, the building has been modified for safety and response to disasters (like the 1916 fire, which destroyed the roof and upper storey) and to fulfil contemporary requirements. Unfortunately, some of these interventions have facilitated the loss of heritage qualities, and many of the later additions have deteriorated faster than the original parts. To act on the decay of the materials, several programmes have been commissioned from experts between 2004 and 2016.

Despite its popularity and role as the spark of campus shaping, the building and its gardens appear somehow sleepy, under-utilised and under-maintained. A renewed vision could likely bring to light its potential, enhancing and implementing the conservation strategies already in place.

Figure 1. Old Government House entrance, 2015 (Candida Rolla for Salmond Reed Architects).
The Old Arts Building and Clock Tower: The Symbol

At 22 Princes Street, “still dominating any view of the University,” is the iconic Old Arts Building. Designed by American-born, Australian and New Zealand resident Roy Lippincott and his partner Edward Billson, it was built in 1923-1926.

Lippincott, involved with the “Chicago School” of architects influenced by Louis Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright, delivered several projects in Auckland, amongst which, in the university campus, are the Students’ Association building, the north-west wing of Choral Hall, the Caretaker’s Cottage and the Biology building, while in the broader city of Auckland, two main commercial buildings can be mentioned: Smith and Caughey’s Department Store building and the Farmers Trading Company Tearooms and façade renovation.

The first major freestanding structure erected by the Auckland University College “was carefully sited: the prospect from Symonds Street, to the east, was impressive, while from the west side of Victoria Street the tower seemed a crown to Albert Park,” effectively locking in the “site row” dynamic between Princes Street and Symonds Street, which the following era will develop further.

This design, so well-appreciated today, was criticized by the architect’s peers, especially the characteristic tower, accused of being “un-British and out of harmony with our national
character." The visually striking divide from the more usual English vocabulary of the surroundings (e.g. Old Choral Hall) aligned with the function of an Arts building, in the research of more expressive and progressive uses of form, as did the tributes to New Zealand’s native environment within the Art Nouveau decorative apparatus (stone flax seed pods, ponga fronds, kaka or kea, which generated use of the term “Māori Gothic” for its styling) built in prestigious local materials, especially the Mt Somers and Oamaru stone cladding.

The Student Union Centre and Maidment Theatre: The Brutalist
The 1968 Student Union complex, a staple of New Zealand brutalist architecture, is a post-tensioned, precast concrete structure clad with aggregate panels and concrete blocks, with steel details and connections between elements that host students’ facilities and services in a filtering public space, designed for pedestrian routes from Albert Park to Symonds Street, and through later buildings.

It gained Warren & Mahoney a regional architecture award in the heritage category in 2001 for its quality of impressive late modern design, with its geometric arrangement which elevates circulation, access and open space to be more crucial than the buildings themselves, like the
two freestanding staircase bridges, framed in precast concrete columns and beams, which divide the main space into three, with the large open court spaces.25

![Figure 4. Student Union Building, 1999 (Salmond Architects).](image)

The U-shaped complex was disfigured when its northwest wing, the Maidment Theatre, was recently demolished. When in November 2016, the news of the theatre’s destiny was revealed, public opinion most strongly opposed the proposed demolition. The Maidment had been closed for almost a year due to seismic concerns and the University had just then revealed management’s scepticism about both cost efficiency and efficacy of the strengthening works required and the introduction of a redevelopment proposal, including a new performing arts facility.26

The 1976 building was a crucial centre for Auckland’s theatre community, which released some comments in response, disagreeing with the “non-fit-for-purpose” definition, with scepticism towards the promise of a new venue. As of today, the building has been demolished, and the new performing arts facility is still waiting for funding to become available.27
Figure 5. Maidment Theatre interiors, 1999
(Salmond Architects).

Figure 6. Maidment Theatre demolition plot, 2022
(Candida Rolla).
Politecnico di Torino: City Campus and Urban Polarities

Turin urban landscape was the seat of the Kingdom of Savoy and the first capital of Italy; the city was also a keystone for the Italian post-war development strategies, culminating in the economic miracle of the 1960s. Perhaps all readers would have in mind the images of the iconic Lingotto Building with its large helicoidal ramp that runs up to the roof shaped like a car’s testing track. It appeared in the British cult movie directed by Peter Collinson, The Italian Job (Un colpo all’Italiana), of 1969.

The great moving force of mass motorisation embodies Italy’s industrial progress and major social challenges, such as the south-to-north migration, from the agricultural sector. In 1959, planning strategies were conceived to adapt the urban structure to the massive workforce coming.28

In the same years, the city of Turin was also the stage of university protests for institutional reform; and the Politecnico, through the Student Association and the National Secretariat, initiated a series of self-organised conferences named “Facoltà di Architettura e Territorio” (Faculty of Architecture and Territory) on 5-7 May 1962.29 These compelling debates demonstrated the need to reform the urban culture of architectural design through three key points: (i) the use of the term “territory” as a subject of ideological contention between architects and planners; (ii) the publishing, in that year of a famous article written for Casabella by a not even thirty-year-old Aldo Rossi exposing the “new problems” in designing Italian territories and his design proposal for the Centro Direzionale di Torino; and (iii) the conference venue, Valentino’s Castle, the iconic seat of the Politecnico di Torino.

It is generally recognised by historians and critics that the crucial intellectual switch within Italian post-war discourse on the city dates back to the early 1960s.30 A local debate arose around the “new dimension of the city” centred on the contrast between the city-region and the city-territory.31 Both decentralisation strategies “continued to be conceived as a remedial practice for urban congestion,”32 but while the city-region relied on economic plans elaborated by multidisciplinary groups, the city-territory was sustained by architects who reclaimed the importance of physical formations over regulations and codes. Amid this dispute sits the notion of Centro Direzionale, that is, a large-scale infrastructure of tertiary services situated between the city and its countryside, imagined as the most concrete materialisation of the new dimension of the city.
Amongst the different voices animating the debate of those years – Samonà, Quaroni, Aymonino, De Carlo and Tafuri – Aldo Rossi had the strongest argument in defence of the unity between architecture and urbanism, firmly convinced that only architectural forms could have successfully expressed such an experimental season. Rossi’s critique emerged between the lines of his 1962 article and into the competition entry for the Centro Direzionale di Torino, a “radically urbanized architecture” consisting of a giant square ring – 300 meters long and 127 meters high – suspended on towering hollow columns and penetrated by the road’s infrastructures, named by the authors “Locomotiva 2.”

With this project, the designers were affirming the permanence of everyday urban life, “the production of further actions and the adaptation to unpredictable events.” Turin required a
civic polarity to connect economic power and production logic, struggling to recognise, acknowledge and emancipate the workforce, but the design was criticised and rejected for its rigidity and the inadequate sense of self-confinement.35

The Politecnico had been essential in this context of turmoil; the self-organised conference was the first of many initiatives – before and during the student occupations – which took place in Valentino’s Castle.36

---

**Figure 8. Students protesting (Casabella, no. 287, 1964).**

This site of historical transformations and episodic adaptations has been operating in the city as a *fatto urbano* (urban fact), as Aldo Rossi’s upcoming and successful theory about “the architecture of the city” (1966) describes this concept. Sometimes translated as “urban events” rather than “urban artefacts,” to emphasise collective forms will be held in the background, Rossi’s *fatto*
urbano is the main constituent of the city and its partial nature, or the only concrete manifestation of the myth of continuity through which the city forms itself.37

Valentino’s Castle: A Monument and a Symbol, from the Royal Application School for Engineers to the Headquarters of Architecture

A UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1997, the castle was purchased by the Savoy family in 1564 as a suburban villa overlooking the river Po. After substantial transformation in the hands of its royal owners, the nineteenth-century interventions determined frequent changes of use and a radical re-orientation of the symmetrical C-shaped composition, turned towards the city.38 In 1859, it became the headquarters of the Royal Application School for Engineers. Since then, the building has been conditioned by the constant use of students, teachers, scholars, and researchers and several experiments of architectural transformation. This made it a constantly inhabited place and in 1906 it became the first seat of the Politecnico, identified by the university as one of the most present institutional agents in urban dynamics, and represented on the official logo.

Figure 9. Castello del Valentino, new main entrance, 2011 (Candida Rolla).

For a time, the university authorities considered the idea of abandoning the castle for future expansion, but the outbreak of the First World War and the subsequent economic depression saved the historic site.39

Over the last 150 years, this striking monument of the historic city has involved a search for balance between conservation and active use, according to a vision that we could define as
“integrated conservation.” The main building saw the addition of different architectural bodies, which compatibly interact with the pre-existing but gradually take on a distinctly contemporary language, to form a real material and spatial palimpsest of ongoing architectural research and education, traditional for the Politecnico.40

The first significant addition was the 1869 construction of the “Chevalley sleeve,” designed by Prospero Richelmy and Edoardo Pecco, perpendicular to the southeast court tower and parallel to the course of the river. The sleeve rises to house the hydraulic engineering laboratories, with “the efflux tower and the turbine,” also exploiting the difference in altitude between the court of honour floor and the level of the quay along the Po.41 The budding of spaces around the castle has continued over time, with the construction since 1890 of the “comb sleeves” buildings with new classrooms responding to the growing number of students and the offices of the academic departments. This part is characterised, as is the former, by the use of brick wall texture in continuity with the historical architectural language. During the Second World War, the castle was severely damaged by bombing and underwent the first cycle of important restorations in 1961, marking the official passage to the headquarters of the School of Architecture.42

In 1947 Ottorino Aloisio designed two new “orthophonic” classrooms in reinforced concrete, which today house the bar, the canteen and some computer labs. Due to the lack of classrooms and offices,43 in 1991 the Politecnico commissioned Sisto Giriodi to design a new wing, which today contains the Central Architecture Library and offices. This intervention concludes the colonisation of the free spaces contextual to the Castle, according to a dialectical relationship “old/new.”44
In recent decades, the Castle has been involved in conservation works of the monumental rooms (also made suitable from the services’ point of view with innovative elements), intended for meeting rooms, and reception rooms and open to the general public in fascinating tours, while the nineteenth- and twentieth-century additions pose some problems of obsolescence of construction technologies and energy adaptation, whose resolution is faced according to sustainability criteria.

**Engineering Building: The Sober Monumentality of the Grand Modern Tradition**

Since 1939, the need of constructing new headquarters for the academic function encouraged modern, efficient, rational and economic solutions, like the complex Palazzo della Moda – presently known as Torino Esposizioni – by Ettore Sottsass senior and Pier Luigi Nervi, for the area south along the river Po, in line with Valentino’s Castle. The industrial players operating in the city, however, pushed for the flat area of the former Stadium in Corso Duca Degli Abruzzi.45

On these premises, the new Engineering Building was inaugurated in 1958, in a functional pavilion-type layout obtained by the repetition of identical linear blocks connected by orthogonal longer volumes. Since technological innovation was the basis of this investment, some generous spaces were dedicated to applied research, in conversation with the city’s industrial sector.46 Symbolically, a precise sequence along the central axis was arranged from the Rectorate to the above-the-ground Aula Magna, passing through the Valentino’s Castle-inspired *cour d’honneur*. This building introduced a precise architectural principle of
coexistence within the city: the highly functional comb-like structure – also derived from the world of production – overturns the typically closed city block and intersects with a ceremonial promenade producing a dense urban atmosphere accompanied by a sense of sober monumentality.47 One of the most interesting experiments of densification in this newly invented urban block was coordinated by Roberto Gabetti in 1988, divided into three specific interventions thickening the interstitial spaces of the existing structure and its interface with the surrounding urban landscape in continuous transformation.48

Ex-OGR and “Cittadella Politecnica”: In the Footsteps of a Simple Civil Architecture

The urban nature of the Polytechnic of Turin university campus soon became inseparable from the planning instruments. While the university aimed to reach 40,000 students, the New Town Plan of the City of Turin (1987-1995) identified a strategic “urban transformation area” in the surroundings of the new Engineering Building. The adjacent lot, a disused railway area known as OGR (Officine Grandi Riparazioni), became the site for the expansion that would double the space available. With the 1994 project Cittadella Politecnica (Polytechnic Citadel), the university campus began operating as an urban regenerator. The main goal was to implement academic activities in a variety of spaces for students, teachers and researchers. At the same time, it became a place of exchange with cafes, libraries and common services open to the city. The first phase aimed at the recovery and conversion of existing buildings – former turneries and former forges used in the past for the repair of railway vehicles (the external shape of the shed-roofed blocks is fully maintained while their interior is completely re-functionalized and the in-between space excavated to create a public courtyard); the second completed the expansion with a multi-storey square ring that rises above the ground level on the two sides crossed by a major traffic artery. The architect and urbanist, Vittorio Gregotti, was just like Rossi, among the protagonists of the Italian debate of the early 1960s, which is the reason why this architectural form evokes the visionary proposal by Rossi-Polesello-Meda of 1962 for the Centro Direzionale di Torino, materialising it into radical (university) projects able to act as the main agent of the new territorial dimension.49
Figure 11. Aerial view of Politecnico Engineering Building, 1958
(‘Politecnico di Torino. Nuova Sede’, Provveditorato delle Opere
Pubbliche per il Piemonte, Ufficio del Genio Civile di Torino).

Conclusions

It is not safe to extrapolate recent changes into the future: in other words, it is not
clear which changes will be seen to be phases and which will prove to be trends.50

Considering the context of global crises involving cities, within the campus design literature,
urban iterations have been relegated, more often than not, as a secondary appendage to a
mythical tradition of planning experiments, or, with the explosion of campuses and
multifunctional higher-education buildings, as experiments of the most followed “university
trends.”51 In this space lies the novelty of the present paper, which aims to encourage a
discussion about the relationship between the city and campus through the lens of tangible
and intangible heritage, as the international guidelines suggest.

The two case studies compared, Auckland and Turin, whether condensed in the reinforcement
of a road axes system crossing a peculiar and evocative landscape (Auckland) or the strategic
dislocation of urban polarities within the city social fabric (Turin), embody the metamorphosis
of the university’s missions over time in response to the unique opportunities and restraints
the city provides.52 The reconquest of urban areas by campuses is a chronicle of complex
architectural interventions imagined to make a certain idea of the city survive while providing the spaces and services allowing the university to thrive.

This paper highlighted how the urban university campus represents a different archetype to the usual pre-packaged and pre-planned contemporary “trends”: it “conquers” the territory, produces dynamics, reconnects to historic facts and events, and acts as the theatre of historic urban landscape narratives. In both cases, the new image responds to the logic of the Historic Urban Landscape approach.

The Auckland City Campus story showcases strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for the future enhancement of historic urban landscapes of international value and the consolidation of a sense of kaitiakitanga of this citadel of knowledge and its tangible and intangible heritage layers.

The ethos of the Politecnico’s case, well summarised by Carlo Alberto Barbieri, shows three strategic criteria of expansion: (i) densification of functions around excellent nodes of the territorial framework and mobility; (ii) enhancement of urban, environmental and landscape qualities or achievement of new ones; and (iii) implementation of widespread quality, environmental and landscape protection and regeneration. In such a view, the role of Politecnico is to “enable and develop Turin as a city in which the university is a strategic urban function, character, value and competitive and internationalization factor of the city.” A possibility for future development of the present research is trying to translate these strategies to other urban city campus realities in different geographical contexts, or to focus on the different elements of historic urban landscapes, highlighting the effectiveness of the approach in consolidating the urban campus as a crucial element of symbiosis with the city development. If the urban university campus is de facto utilised to drive the development of the hosting city – a “trend” that reveals itself in different “shapes” internationally during the modern-to-contemporary era – then it would be useful that the institutional stakeholders focused on the social and environmental values, including proper heritage conservation strategies that can pivot on international tools and influences, harmoniously implementing knowledge in the existing city fabric.
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47 A sizeable private donation from the Agnelli family was provided to complete the most expensive but also the most representative interventions.
49 The same year of Rossi’s *L’architettura della Città*, Vittorio Gregotti published the seminal *Il Territorio dell’architettura* (Milano: Feltrinelli 1966). On the season of 1970s university projects in Italy, see Francesco Zuddas, *The University as a Settlement Principle: Territorialising Knowledge in Late 1960s Italy* (London: Routledge, 2019). In late 1980s, when Gregotti was in charge of the New Town Plan of Turin and the project of Cittadella Politecnica, his office had just begun one of the first urban regenerations of Milan in the Bicocca university district remembered as “a simple civil architecture.” In ‘Gli enzimi dell’architettura’, *Domus*, no. 895 (2006).
50 Sinclair, *A History of the University of Auckland*. 
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52 In Turin's case, the urban intervention strategy still in progress is coordinated by the Masterplan team of the Politecnico, also illustrated in Caterina Barioglio, Antonio De Rossi, Giovanni Durbiano et al, “Verso un’università della città: il caso studio del Masterplan per i campus del Politecnico di Torino,” *Eco Web Town*, no.17 (2018):198-209.